DISRUPTIVE PATIENT BEHAVIOR: BALANCING PATIENT RIGHTS AND PROTECTION FOR CALIFORNIA EMERGENCY WORKERS

California is in need of legislation that protects health care workers by increasing the penalty for individuals demonstrating acts of aggression.

Kimberly Moss, MJ, CPHRM
“If you’re standing on a street corner and you strike a nurse, we put you in jail. When you’re in a hospital and you strike a nurse, we give you a series of drugs and get you out as soon as possible. That's not right.”

-Dr. Mike Wilson, Clinical Research Fellow, UCSD

I. INTRODUCTION

Emergency Department nurse Jessica Leigh Taylor recounts an encounter in which a patient threatened to kill her. “Grabbing my hand he squeezed it until I thought it would break. It took several staff members to restrain him. I will never forget how he looked into my eyes and smiled as I screamed in pain.” The police arrived and Jessica provided a detailed statement but the patient was not arrested as his attack had not resulted in “serious bodily injury.” As defined by California Penal Code §243 serious bodily injury involves impairment of an individual’s physical condition. California Penal Code § 243(b) makes “battery causing serious bodily injury against peace officers, firefighters, emergency medical technicians, lifeguards, security officers and animal control officers engaged in the performance of his or her duties, whether on or off duty, punishable by a fine of up $2,000 or imprisonment not exceeding 1 year in county jail.” However, Penal Code §243 only applies to physicians and nurses during the provision of emergency medical care “outside” a health care facility. This confirms the already looming belief that violence within the hospital comes with the job.
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Several states have already answered the call for increased penalties for those who assault health care workers. But California health care workers are not afforded the same legal protections as police officers and other public servants. While some states have failed to pass laws that would better protect nurses, others have by classifying the assault of a nurse as a class “D” felony. California is in need of legislation that protects health care workers by increasing the penalty for individuals demonstrating acts of aggression. California emergency workers also need greater support from healthcare institutions and increased knowledge about their rights. As concluded in a 2009 study conducted by Smith et. al, of violence in U.S. emergency departments “without legislative action at the state and federal level and innovative strategies at the hospital and department level, there can be no realistic hope of significantly decreasing ED violence.”

This study will focus on violent and disruptive behaviors in the emergency department as it is one of the most vulnerable settings for workplace violence. This paper begins with an overview of the ineffectiveness of California legislature in protecting emergency personnel. Part I begins by discussing current legislation and where it falls short in its efforts to protect workers. Part II provides background of the increasing problem of disruptive behavior in the emergency department. Part III describes the establishment of patients’ rights and offers some examples of how they sometimes impede the emergency worker’s right to a safe work environment. Part IV defines disruptive behavior and identifies contributory factors. Part V examines California law and how it fails to protect emergency department personnel by increasing penalties for assaultive and disruptive individuals. In Part VI, the study will determine the degree to which California legislature pales in comparison to that of some other states and countries. Part VII evaluates the health care worker’s attitude about reporting disruptive behavior while Part VIII explores what California healthcare organizations are doing to support and protect workers. Part IX of the study intends to prove the extensiveness of disruptive behavior by demonstrating the financial and staffing implications of workplace violence. The study concludes with Part X by suggesting legislative efforts critical to California’s ability to offer greater protections.

II. BACKGROUND

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, “workplace violence accounts for approximately 900 deaths and 1.7 million non-fatal assaults each year in the United States.”
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that health care workers had a higher rate of workplace violence than workers in all other industries between 1993 and 2009.\textsuperscript{15} As noted in Figure 1, the rate of workplace injury is relatively low among health care workers.\textsuperscript{16} Conversely, half of all workplace assaults occur in the health care industry.\textsuperscript{17} Healthcare workers are at the greatest risk of assault and injury from the violent behavior of patients, families and visitors.\textsuperscript{18}

Figure 1
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Source: U.S. Dept. of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administration, (2016)

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) reports that on average, from 2012-2013, the occurrence of workplace violence resulting in serious bodily injury was significantly higher in healthcare settings than other industries.\textsuperscript{19} Healthcare workers in general are at risk for violence; however, emergency settings are among those showing the highest levels of abuse.\textsuperscript{20} This is partly due to the fact that the emergency department has historically been the “safety net” for society.\textsuperscript{21} Risk factors for the high rate of assault on emergency workers listed in the
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Occupation Safety and Health Act’s 1998 report include the fact that the criminal justice system relies heavily on hospitals for the management, care and treatment of violent individuals. Surprisingly, incidents of violence in hospitals are vastly underreported. There are unique challenges in healthcare that contribute to the attitude of acceptance regarding violence in the healthcare setting. For instance, some caregivers foster a “professional and ethical duty to do no harm” to patients while some see the abuse as an expression of patients’ illnesses. Yet others contribute a lack of reporting and acceptance of violence to the belief that reporting will not bring about change and that it may in fact, result in retaliation. Arguably, if patients were aware that they could be prosecuted for their actions it might serve to deter future assaults. However, when nurses are assaulted in the workplace they are forced to consider many factors before deciding to take legal action against the assailant. This may include the belief that the patient, distraught family member or visitor is unaware of what they are doing. Nurses also express a lack of support from the organization. In a survey of emergency department nurses, over fifty percent concur that “Nurses who take legal action against a patient are in jeopardy of losing their jobs.”

In Jersey v. John Muir Medical Center, nurse Ester Jersey, an at-will employee at John Muir Medical Center filed suit against the employer for wrongful termination in violation of public policy. Jersey was terminated because she refused to dismiss a personal injury action against a former patient who had assaulted her at work. According to Jersey, the patient pulled her hair before forcing her to the ground and touching her breast. One year later Jersey filed suit against the patient claiming battery, assault and sexual battery. Her employer, upon learning about the suit, gave Jersey an ultimatum; to dismiss the action or consider herself resigned. John Muir representatives noted that the patient was on their head trauma unit and that it would not be unusual for such patients to demonstrate behavior that is erratic and sometimes violent. The trial court ruled in favor of the Medical Center finding that Jersey’s employment was at will and that the termination did not violate public policy. The Court of Appeals affirmed the judgement.
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To further complicate matters, organizational policies regarding how to report violent events are not always clear and health care workers are often confused about what even constitutes assault. However, as incidents of violence become more prevalent in hospitals, nurses, more often the victims, are protesting what they say are inadequate protections. In a 2011 survey of emergency department violence conducted by the Institute for Emergency Nursing Research, participants not only expressed their dissatisfaction with the administrative response but also reported a lack of legal system response to violence. The respondents noted that none of the individuals who injured them were arrested or charged for the violence in the ED. On one occasion in which the assailant was arrested, it was not for injuring the nurse but for an earlier charge of resisting arrest.

By not filing charges, patients are essentially given a license to commit crimes against health care workers without any consequences. Moreover, by not prosecuting, and not holding the offender accountable, we send the message to the offender that his aggression is acceptable. Legislation in every state should ensure that the crime of assault against a health care provider is taken as seriously as assaults against police officers and other public servants.

III. LAWS THAT DEFINE PATIENTS’ RIGHTS

Proclaimed in 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognized the “inherent dignity” and “equal and unalienable rights of all members of the human family.” The idea of patients’ rights was founded on the premise of “the person, and the fundamental dignity and equality of all human beings.” One such right, passed by Congress in 1985 entitles patients to an emergency medical screening examination and treatment with no regard for whether the patient can pay for the services provided.

The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) is a federal law that mandates Medicare-participating hospitals to furnish an appropriate medical screening exam to individuals who present to their emergency departments for treatment of a medical condition. The Act prevents health care facilities from turning away patients with life and health-threatening conditions or discharging patients before their conditions are stabilized.

Although EMTALA is vaguely written concerning the rights of emergency workers caring for violent or disruptive patients, it is clear about the fact that hospitals providing substandard or nonexistent medical screening for any reason (including antagonism between the medical personnel and the patient, drunkenness, spite, etc.) may be in
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Like EMTALA, the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is also ambiguous concerning the sharing of information about patients who may pose a threat to themselves and others. HIPAA includes a privacy rule governing “protection of all individually identifiable health information or protected health information” maintained by a covered entity. The intent of HIPAA is to protect patients’ personal information but the privacy rule forces emergency physicians to decide what information must be kept in the proverbial vault of secrecy and what must be shared for the health and safety of others. Rather than providing clear guidance for emergency physicians, the privacy rule is confusing at best and misleading at worst concerning the disclosure and documentation of information. Physicians are left to venture into the murkiness of the HIPAA privacy rule. There are some who oppose the stringency of the rule noting that it was not written with those suffering from mental illness in mind. As a result, families are often left in the dark about their loved ones condition, symptoms and treatment options.

On June 16, 2015, Virginia state senator Robert Creigh Deeds discussed the HIPAA Privacy Rule in his address to congress stressing that the restriction placed on the release of protected health information excludes the family and other caretakers from the patient’s care team. His address was prompted by a November 2013 attack that the senator himself sustained at the hand of his son who suffered from schizophrenia. The attack resulted in permanent injuries for Senator Deeds and the death of his 24 year old son by suicide. Senator Deeds argued that HIPAA’s restrictive nature creates a barrier; preventing the passing of vital information about patients who are on involuntary psychiatric hold to the patient’s loved ones and caretakers. Providers risk violating the privacy rule by simply calling the family to inform them that their loved one is in the hospital. The very law that set out to protect the rights of individuals also impairs the provider’s ability to obtain the information necessary to make an accurate assessment and treatment plan.

The privacy rule is also vague regarding the documentation of disruptive incidents. Patient record flags are alerts placed in the electronic health record (EHR) and intended to alert employees to patients whose behavior may pose a threat to themselves or others. The question is however, what should be documented in the patient record about the disruptive behavior and
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how should it be documented. Not providing enough information may prevent providers from identifying and implementing strategies to prevent harm. Nevertheless, some feel that patients may be stigmatized by putting too much in the EHR. Health care organizations are faced with the challenge of balancing the rights and health care needs of disruptive patients, families and visitors with the health and safety of others.

Patients’ rights were designed to establish expectations for the public with regards to the treatment and respect that they should expect from the government and those who care for their medical needs. California is in need of laws that afford the same direction, respect and protection for health care workers. According to Margaret Brazier, Professor of Law, Centre for Social Ethics and Policy, “a moral duty to behave with courtesy and consideration in sickness as much as in health may be perceived as a mere pious aspiration.” But what must be examined is whether such an aspiration should or could create concrete legal obligations incumbent on patients in their dealings with doctors, nurses and others.” Brazier further argued that one’s ethical obligation does not disappear with the onset of illness. Towards the end of his judgement in R. v. Collins and Ashworth Hospital Authority ex. p. Brady, Judge Kay J. delivered the following:

“……it would seem to me a matter of deep regret if the law has developed to a point in this area where the rights of a patient count for everything and other ethical values and institutional integrity count for nothing.”

IV. DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR

Disruptive behavior can be defined as behaviors demonstrated by patients, families, visitors, and all other persons that (1) pose a threat to the health or safety of others (2) creates a barrier to the safe delivery of care (3) impedes the operations of the facility. Disruptive behavior can take the form of verbal abuse, which includes name calling, racial epithets, sexual harassment, or physical aggression such as hitting, kicking, biting, throwing objects, spitting, stabbing and shooting. Emergency nurses experience more physical and verbal abuse than non-emergency nurses. Emotional stress, long wait times, communication gaps and 24 hour accessibility all make the emergency department particularly susceptible to violence.
Most problematic for emergency personnel are the violent patients who arrive to the emergency department involuntarily; often agitated and confrontational. These patients commonly present with mental illness and/or substance abuse which significantly increases the risk of disruptive behavior. Nurses in various studies of violence in the ED noted that perpetrators were altered by drugs and alcohol in 27%-60% of the cases. The ED staff is usually exposed to these individuals for long periods of time as they are often left by law enforcement until deemed clinically sober. Mental health funding cuts have also imposed a significant burden to emergency departments across America. Patients suffering from mental illness present with conditions that have deteriorated with the lack of structure and proper care. With the limited availability of mental health facilities, the emergency department often serves as the pathway for hospitalization and treatment.

However, much debate has ensued regarding use of the mental health system in controlling dangerous individuals. One proponent, Thomas Szasz, author of “The Myth of Mental Illness” argued that the criminal justice system should be responsible for managing these individuals instead. Szasz contends that “the aggressive paranoid person, who threatens violence, legally he should be treated like a person charged with an offense; psychiatrically it would be desirable of course, if he were not incarcerated in an ordinary jail, but in a prison hospital where he could receive both medical and psychiatric attention.”

Nonetheless, not every patient who demonstrates disruptive behavior suffers from mental illness or substance abuse. Patients who have little knowledge or understanding of what is involved in delivering care often feel a loss of control. Denial of services and the health care worker’s attempt to limit disruptive behavior may also trigger violence. Pain and discomfort, long wait times, lack of privacy and cramped space all contribute to patients, family members, and visitors striking out at emergency personnel. Family members may also have a misconception of emergency staff as being cold and uncaring.
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There are many reasons why incidents of violence and disruptive episodes in the healthcare setting are on the rise. Among the reasons are dynamics associated with economics, job loss and the increase in patients presenting to the emergency department with drug-seeking behavior. The widespread increase of violence in health care settings compelled The Joint Commission to publish a sentinel event alert issue 40 “Behaviors that Undermine a Culture of Safety.” Sentinel event alerts identify trending concerns from data gathered by the commission. The Joint Commission notes in Sentinel Event Alert Issue 40 that “intimidating and disruptive behaviors include overt actions such as verbal outbursts and physical threats as well as passive activities such as refusing to perform tasks or quietly exhibiting uncooperative attitudes during routine activities.”

There are always challenges and legal considerations that further complicate the work of those caring for violent and disruptive individuals; mainly, the rights of the patient, duty of the provider, and concern for third parties.

V. CALIFORNIA LAW

The Lanterman Petris Short Act (LPS) concerns the involuntary commitment of individuals with a mental disorder, chronic alcoholism or those who are gravely disabled and pose a danger to themselves or others. Section 5150 of the California State Welfare Institute Code allows the involuntary commitment or “5150 hold” for short term monitoring of such individuals. These patients present to the emergency department for medical assessment and clearance before transfer to the appropriate setting for treatment. Many California mental health facilities require blood work to rule out co-occurring medical problems as a condition of acceptance. Unfortunately, the Welfare Institute Code is silent about when or if a patient deemed dangerous loses the right to refuse treatment and tests. According to California Welfare and Institute Code §§5326.5(d) “an involuntary psychiatric hold alone does not negate the presumption of competency to make treatment decisions.” As such, patients are often left boarding in the emergency department for extended periods of time and emergency workers are left to manage them.

In 2014 Governor Jerry Brown signed California Senate Bill 1299. This bill tasked the Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board with ensuring that general acute care hospitals, among others, develop and include workplace violence prevention in their illness and injury
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plan, providing greater protection for healthcare workers. The bill requires hospitals to train staff involved in direct patient care on recognizing, responding and reporting incidents. Hospitals also have to report events resulting in injury or involving firearms or other dangerous weapons to Cal/OSHA within 24 hours. Furthermore the bill prevents hospitals from taking punitive or retaliatory action against employees who seek assistance or intervention from law enforcement. Some states have elected to implement state plans which must be at least as effective as the federal mandate and must cover public sector workers. See Figure 2

Figure 2

SB 1299 is sponsored by the California Nurses Association whose members have not only expressed their frustration with the lack of adequate protection in the workplace but also their belief that the bill provides a remedy. On the contrary, the California Hospital Association (CHA) opposes the bill, arguing that it is unnecessary and duplicative of Cal/OSHA efforts currently underway. The effort that CHA refers to is the California Hospital Safety and Security Act passed in 1993 requiring hospitals to develop comprehensive security plans to address prevention of and response to violent events. The plans were to include provisions for the development of policies and procedure, physical layout, staff training, appropriate staffing
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and reporting of violent incidents. No formal measure of the Act’s success in reducing assaults against California healthcare workers has been found; however, a study conducted by Casteel et. al set out to compare assault rates of California emergency workers pre and post enactment, with that of New Jersey where no state legislature for workplace violence prevention exists. California assault rates were consistently higher pre enactment but rates for both states became similar post enactment. Nevertheless, assault rates in both states began increasing in the late 1990 as a result of emergency department overcrowding; a trend recognized nationally.

CHA also notes that Cal/OSHA’s mandate to establish “effective procedures for obtaining assistance from the appropriate law enforcement agency” is not feasible as several hospitals have reported local law enforcement’s refusal to cooperate and take reports on patient assaults against staff. Some California hospitals have reported law enforcement’s failure to respond at all. Moreover, CHA disagrees with the “prohibition on a hospital's ability to direct employees to contact internal security staff rather than local emergency services or law enforcement is not in the best interest of employee safety or patient care because contacting internal security can provide the assistance and support needed in a timelier manner.” While SB 1299 forces California health care organizations to focus on much needed planning and training, it is questionable as to whether it will prevent or act as a deterrent for individuals demonstrating disruptive and violent behavior as some workplace violence cannot be prevented. In 2009, Gillespie et al. conducted a study to test the effectiveness of implementing workplace violence reduction plans in the ED. The six emergency departments that participated in the study were community based suburban as well as level 1 trauma and urban tertiary. Three of the EDs implemented interventions for 9 months and 3 did not. The researchers hoped to prove that assaults and threats of physical violence against ED workers by patients and visitors could be reduced by instituting interventions such as training, policies and procedures and environmental changes. The hypothesis that the sites with interventions in place would experience a greater decrease in the number of workplace violence incidents than the comparison sites was not proven. Instead, both groups experienced fewer threats and assaults during the study period.
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Unfortunately, the most significant opponent to the idea of increasing penalties to provide greater protection for California health care workers is California Governor Jerry Brown.\textsuperscript{132} Assembly Bill 172 relating to hospital emergency departments was introduced by California Assemblyman Freddie Rodriguez in 2015.\textsuperscript{133} AB 172 was intended to increase penalties for an assault or battery committed "inside" the hospital against emergency personnel.\textsuperscript{134} California State Assembly and Senate both passed the bill unanimously; however, Governor Brown vetoed the bill and in part stated "If there were evidence that an additional six months in county jail (three months, once good-time credits are applied) would enhance the safety of these workers or serve as a deterrent, I would sign this bill. I doubt that it will do either."\textsuperscript{135}

VI. LAWS IN OTHER STATES

Several states including New York, Colorado and Texas have stiffened their laws for greater protection of emergency department personnel.\textsuperscript{136} For instance, New York legislation now makes the penalty for second degree assault of a registered nurse, license practical nurse and other emergency personal, while in the line of duty, the same as that of other responders.\textsuperscript{137} Assaults previously charged as misdemeanors are now charged as class D felonies.\textsuperscript{138} In 2013, Texas Governor Rick Perry signed HB 705 increasing the penalty for those who assault emergency personnel from a class A misdemeanor to a third degree felony.\textsuperscript{139} Colorado’s SB 15-067 also increased the class of offense for certain acts of assault against emergency medical care providers.\textsuperscript{140} Interestingly, Louisiana law makes "willful interference in the performance of a health care provider’s duties relating to the care and treatment of patients, punishable by a fine not less than one hundred dollars or more than two hundred and fifty dollars upon conviction of a first offense, and not less than two hundred fifty dollars or more than five hundred dollars or ten days in jail or both upon conviction of any subsequent offense."\textsuperscript{141}

VII. EMERGENCY WORKERS’ ATTITUDE ABOUT VIOLENCE AND THE LAW

In 2009, the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) launched a surveillance study of violence in U.S. emergency departments.\textsuperscript{142} Data was collected from 7,169 participants from 2009-2011.\textsuperscript{143} Before this study, data regarding violence and verbal abuse in emergency departments was scant and it did not accurately depict the frequency of occurrences due to the underreporting of events.\textsuperscript{144} Research indicates that the more nurses are assaulted, the less likely
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they are to report.\textsuperscript{145} This is a phenomenon known as “habituation” whereas individuals with an initial emotional response to violence becomes less emotional with repeated incidents.\textsuperscript{146} As a result, the true extent to which violence occurs in the emergency department remains relatively unknown to the general public and not fully recognized among health care institutions.\textsuperscript{147} The ENA identified the need for this study in order to bring awareness of the extent of violent events in the ED and the impact to emergency workers.\textsuperscript{148} As with the study conducted by Rodriguez-Acosta et al., results of the ENA study also indicates under-reporting of all forms of abuse amongst emergency personnel.\textsuperscript{149, 150} In a 2014 study, emergency nurses were asked to submit narrative responses regarding their experiences of assault in the ED.\textsuperscript{151} A common theme amongst respondents was a feeling of vulnerability and a lack of administrative support and judicial protection.\textsuperscript{152}

According to the study conducted by Smith et. al, ED nurse dissatisfaction and the low rate of reporting violent incidents is due largely to the belief that violence is part of the job, lack of support from the organization, inadequate staffing, the perception that reporting will reflect negatively in patient satisfaction scores and fear of retaliation from management.\textsuperscript{153} Yet nurses reported in the Wolf et.al study that they received well intended support from their managers but were then discouraged by hospital administrators, law enforcement and other officials from pressing charges against assailants.\textsuperscript{154} In the same study, one respondent noted receiving a call from the district attorney’s office informing her that she could bring charges against the perpetrator but that there would probably be no sentencing.\textsuperscript{155} Another respondent reported that the district attorney refused to get involved and said that the case would be a waste of taxpayer money.\textsuperscript{156} Even more disturbing was one participant’s account of the judge remarking “Well, isn’t that the nature of the beast being in the emergency room and all?”\textsuperscript{157}

In the aforementioned case, \textit{Jersey v. John Muir Medical Center}, Esther Jersey filed suit against the medical center for wrongful termination and argued that it was her right to file suit against the patient who assaulted her.\textsuperscript{158} The appellate court ruled that there was no strong public policy that prevented the termination despite the absence of a policy or agreement prohibiting employees from suing patients.\textsuperscript{159} John Muir representatives wrote in its letter to Jersey “suing a patient who cannot be held accountable for his actions because of a medical or psychological condition fits neither our mission nor its values. We expect you as a provider of
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patient care to assist our patients through their acute stages of illness and support them as they move through the health care continuum. Suing patients for non-intentional behavior does not meet these goals.”

But in reality, determining whether behavior is intentional or not is not easy. Providers typically avoid reporting violent incidents that they attribute to such medical conditions as altered mental status. But the average healthcare worker is not qualified to make such a judgment.

As noted by Dr. James Phillips, board-certified emergency medicine specialist and faculty member at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center “if a nurse is beaten by a psychotic patient who later screens positive for PCP, shouldn’t the criminal justice system determine whether the act meets the required elements for battery?” He adds “While we must continue to be particularly careful to protect our patients suffering from delirium, psychosis, or dementia, we also must remember that alcohol- and drug-related assault and battery is a crime on the street as well as inside the ED. Intoxication, drug seeking, and withdrawal leading to violence shouldn’t be tolerated and are no excuse for abusing health care workers. It’s a police matter and should be reported to protect health care providers and help prevent recidivism.”

As previously mentioned, the law is ambiguous and in some cases silent about protections afforded healthcare workers who want to file charges against assaultive patients. California law must make clear the emergency worker’s rights when caring for violent and disruptive patients including the right to refuse assignment of a violent patient. The American Nurses Association (ANA) supports the nurses’ right to reject assignments that place themselves or patients at risk for harm. Of course there are legal and ethical implications that must be considered when doing so to avoid charges of abandonment. The ANA defines patient abandonment as “a unilateral severance of the established nurse-patient relationship without giving reasonable notice to the appropriate person so that arrangements can be made for continuation of nursing care by others. Refusal to accept an assignment (or a nurse-patient relationship) does not constitute patient abandonment.”

Legal protection is also offered under 29 CFR§1977.12 when employees are faced with carrying out their assigned duties or rejecting the assignment that they fear will place them at risk for serious injury or death. The Act states that “if the employee, with no reasonable alternative, refuses in good faith to expose himself to the dangerous condition, he would be protected against subsequent discrimination.”

The concept of patient abandonment was originally reserved for the inappropriate severance of the physician-patient relationship. The termination usually occurs as a result of the patient’s non-compliance or abusive behavior. Patient Brenda Payton, subject of the landmark
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The Payton v. Weaver case, was a 35 year old with end stage renal disease who was dependent on hemodialysis treatment three days a week. According to Dr. Weaver, Payton’s continued drug use, failure to follow diet restrictions and keep appointments made the provision of care difficult. The trial court also concluded that Payton’s behavior had been disruptive and abusive. As such, Dr. Weaver sought to terminate the physician-patient relationship. But what rights do emergency physicians have to discontinue care of the chronically ill, non-compliant and disruptive patients who routinely seek care in the emergency department? According to EMTALA, they have none as emergency department physicians are uniquely challenged with having to evaluate and treat every patient who presents to the ED. Some emergency physicians, like nurses, feel that violence in the ED is part of the job and even possess a sense of pride for how well they and their colleagues function in such a volatile and unpredictable environment. But the violent and often uncontrolled environment of the emergency department can take a toll on emergency physicians. In the United States, one physician commits suicide every 24 hours and 17% of physicians surveyed reported knowing a colleague whom they said was impaired. This suicide and substance abuse rate is higher than that of other professions and has been directly associated with work related stress. In a 2005 survey of emergency physicians in Michigan, 75% of the 171 respondents reported verbal threats while 28% said that they had been physically assaulted within the last year. According to the study, 16% of the participants report that they have considered leaving the profession because of violence in the emergency department.

VIII. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION

According to the Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Act of 1970 Section 5(a)(1) also referred to as the General Duty Clause, employers have a general duty to “furnish to each of his employees employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees.” The Bill of Rights for registered nurses, published by the American Nurses Association in 2001, states that “nurses have the right to work in an environment that is safe for them and their patients.” Researchers have found that workplace violence continues to be a problem due to healthcare organization’s failure to adequately address the problem. Employers fail to clearly define rules
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for appropriate conduct and fail to institute and enforce reporting of threatening and disruptive behavior and violent events. Also, employers fail to take immediate action against those who commit acts of violence or demonstrate disruptive behavior. Although it may not be intentional, failure to address workplace violence may result in a sense of administrative abandonment. This feeling of abandonment manifests from inadequate staffing, the organization failing to improve safety when promised, concerns that go ignored and lack of support from administrators after a violent event.

One major responsibility of the organization is to respond appropriately after a traumatic event. Organizational response plays a very important role in the recovery process. Healthcare workers feel further victimized and have a harder time recovering when the organization is more concerned about public perception than the welfare of its staff. Hospital administrators often want to avoid negative publicity and the risk of harming the organization’s image which may occur when law enforcement is involved in disruptive and violent events. However, California Health and Safety Code Section 1257.7 and now SB 1299 requires California hospitals to report to law enforcement within 72 hours any assault and battery on healthcare workers resulting in injury or involving firearms or other dangerous weapons.

In 2010, the California Nurses Association suggested in addition to stiffer penalties for those who assault healthcare personnel, that stronger penalties be imposed on healthcare organizations that fail to comply with the 1993 security plan requirement. This came after the tragic death of a nurse who died after an inmate she was caring for struck her in the head with a lamp in a Northern California correctional facility. The facility personnel had previously suggested changes that would have made the environment safer; however, the facility failed to implement the changes until after the tragic event. A Cal OSHA investigation of the incident resulted in the imposition of “Citation and Notification of Penalty” violations in addition to proposed penalties for violation of the General Duty Clause in the amount of $14,060. Cal OSHA found that “the employer did not effectively implement corrective methods and/or procedures for unsafe conditions or work practices involving physical assault hazards.” It is imperative that healthcare organizations comply with the laws and regulations established with the intent of creating safer work environments for California healthcare workers.
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Research indicates a consistent lack of administrative and judicial support in the aftermath of violent events. Fear of negative publicity or reputational risk is a contributing factor. When asked about his experience with violence, one nurse who had been assaulted in the emergency department of a children’s hospital reported the lack of support by noting “because they want the children’s hospital to appear friendly, they have not secured the doors.” Internal incident reports are confidential and protected from discovery. Healthcare administrators often use such confidential reporting mechanisms to keep violent events from becoming public knowledge.

Hospitals are likely to be concerned with civil liability questions, confidentiality and what information can be disclosed to the police. Likewise, law enforcement officers have information that might benefit healthcare organizations that they too are legally bound to protect regarding criminal records, firearm ownership and past reports of violence. Both healthcare workers and law enforcement have to balance the duty to keep patient information confidential with that of the duty to disclose. Further complicating the situation for healthcare organizations is the special attention that must be paid for the population of HIPAA-protected patients. This group includes patients in correctional institutions.

According to SB 1299, Cal/OSHA’s mandate for workplace violence prevention in California, institutional plans should outline post-incident response of the organization. The organization’s post-incident response should include psychological and medical care, debriefing, documentation, investigation and correction of identified safety risks and hazards. Healthcare organizations should view workplace violence as a systems issue instead of individual or isolated occurrences. As part of its ethical duty to workers, healthcare organizations should conduct assessments to evaluate the effectiveness of its violence prevention program as well as the ongoing safety of its workers and the environment in which they work.

Saint Agnes Hospital in Baltimore Maryland has pioneered a model workplace violence prevention program that should be followed by all. Saint Agnes has taken steps to show the staff, patients, visitors and other associates that violence is unacceptable and that there are consequences for violating polices related to disruptive behavior. With administrative support, Saint Agnes has informed its most violent offenders that they are not welcome and will no longer be admitted to the hospital. This does not of course, apply to the emergency
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Saint Agnes also offers financial assistance to employees who wish to press charges against their assailants and helps them navigate through the legal system.

IX. OTHER CONSEQUENCES OF DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR

In addition to public image, inadequate staffing and budgetary constraints play a part in the perceived lack of support from organizations. Workplace violence may result in temporary loss of staff due to injury which can affect the daily operations of an organization by creating high turnover and low morale. Moreover, staff may experience increased anxiety and low job satisfaction all of which affects the provider’s ability to care for patients. In a study of 1,209 ED nurses in Pennsylvania, 17% said that they have considered leaving the profession while 14% have considered transferring out of the ED due to fear of assault.

California has a minimum nursing ratio of 1 nurse to 5 patients for the ED and medical surgical areas. California is the only state with laws and regulations that require that this minimum staffing be maintained. However, many hospitals have a difficult time filling vacancies for ED nurses as well as recruiting and retaining physicians due to the intense environment. Facilities are sometimes faced with lowering their standards when under pressure to fill positions which puts patients and the organization at risk. Furthermore, crowding in emergency departments contribute to both nurse and physician shortages by creating job dissatisfaction and fear of unsafe conditions. According to Dr. J. Brian Hancock, former president of The American College of Emergency Physicians, overcrowding is a growing concern throughout the U.S. and emergency physicians and nurses are reaching their breaking point. Overcrowding not only impacts the staff’s ability to effectively deliver care but it also fuels patient frustration. As one patient stated “do I have to hit someone to be seen by a doctor?” In addition to precipitating violence, inadequate staffing also creates a barrier to the safe delivery of care.
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Often overlooked is the financial impact of workplace violence on healthcare institutions.230 The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that assault on healthcare workers accounts for most nonfatal injuries and illnesses resulting in days off than any other in the healthcare and social assistance industry.231 Each year workplace violence results in an average of 1.7 million nonfatal assaults and 900 homicides.232 Although not exact, it is estimated that costs associated with reduced productivity, missed work days, workers compensation, medical costs and security expenses are in the billions.233 For instance, one hospital incurred cost of $94,156 as a result of violent injuries inflicted on thirty nurses in one year.234 This cost included $78,924 for treatment and $15,232 in lost wages.235

X. Conclusion

As the media and the streets have become more violent, so too has the workplace.236 As such, it is vital that the issue of violence in the ED is addressed with urgency through legislation as well as cooperation from law enforcement and active commitment from healthcare organizations.237 Ironically, individuals at the highest risk of assault are those who have committed themselves to caring for others.238 We must dispel the normalization of violence so embedded in the emergency department culture and shatter the myth that violence is an expected and acceptable part of the job.239 We must also make those who demonstrate disruptive and violent behavior towards healthcare workers accountable for their actions. Both can be accomplished by (1) increasing the penalty for assaults against healthcare workers performing their duties inside or outside of a healthcare institution and making the penalty the same as that for other public servants (2) balancing the rights and healthcare needs of patients with the health and safety of workers by making laws concerning such issues as EMTALA and HIPAA less ambiguous for emergency physicians and nurses240 (3) and by holding healthcare institutions responsible for creating a safe environment for patients, visitors and staff and penalizing organizations that fail to do so.241

Healthcare institutions can begin demonstrating a commitment to reducing ED violence by removing barriers to reporting and by implementing and enforcing prevention programs and zero tolerance policies.242 Prevention programs should clearly define the employee and the organization’s responsibility to the prevention of violence but should also include the responsibility of each during and after a violent event.243 The purpose of SB 1299 is to prevent
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It is too soon to know how effective the bill will be in reducing workplace violence. However, aside from the latter, the most important thing that SB 1299 can accomplish is to encourage organizational support of staff affected by violence and restore emergency worker confidence in administration. SB 1299 may also serve to heighten policymaker and community awareness of the impact, including the financial cost, of disruptive and violent behavior to healthcare organizations.

Lastly, several studies report judicial systems unwilling to pursue charges against perpetrators which makes efforts to increase penalties useless unless we shift societal complacency regarding violence against healthcare workers. This is why nurses and physicians need to continue making the fight for greater protections through increased penalties a legislative priority.
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